
Training

Business coaching

Mediation, Moderation

Systemic Structural 

Constellation

OTHERS SAY ABOUT ME …
that I am capable of hearing the unspoken.

that I am passionate about what I am doing,

like to tackle matters, implement them and get

them started.

that I rarely give up and value what surrounds

me.

Train the Trainer | Intercultural

expertise | Communication |

Interface management | Moderations

and Mediation

MAIN FOCUS

Masters of Social and Cultural

Antrophology with (focus on)

History, Sociology and Political

sciences

Certified Mediator

Organisational consultancy, training

and coaching according to SySt®

Supervision for life consultants and

social counsellors

Master Accreditation INSIGHTS-

MDI®

Positvive psychology

ACADEMICAL CAREER

METHODS

I HAVE LEARNT A LOT…
whilst flying around the world – as the purser

being responsible for comfort and safety of

passengers and crew – on my own – up in the

air – there’s always a solution – even if it isn’t

straightaway blindingly obvious.

during stays in countries that aren’t necessarily

classical holiday destinations.

at seminars and workshops where everyone

shares their knowledge and experiences –

imparting and intaking – so all of us would

partake.

I WOULD DESCRIBE MY BACKGROUND AS …
diverse – I studied Social and Cultural Anthropology out of passion,

did my training to become a mediator out of interest, thought that

coaching and supervision were good additions, was curious about

psychology and added Systemic Structural Constellations because

they are exciting and meaningful.

Applying all these tools in seminars, workshops, coaching, mediation

and moderation have so far completely locked out any kind of

routine or boredom.

OTHER THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT ME ARE … 
that I can be a true maverick – who loves to cook and run all on her own.

that I occasionally think it would be great if I was bored.

that I consider life a wonderful gift – that wants to be tackled.

MOST CERTAINLY NO

BOREDOM IN SEMINARS OF

MARTINA FAHRNBERGER!

WHEN IT COMES TO

ENTHUSIASTIC REVIEWS,

SHE’S HEAD AND SHOULDERS

ABOVE ANYONE ELSE. 

I...
was born in 1967 and grew up in the country – always harbouring

the wish to go out into the world. 

have a wonderful son (2000) and a husband who shares my curiosity

about the world. 

love to travel without the need to arrive, to linger in places, to

immerse myself, share experiences with people and time and again

realise the multitude of ways to deal with whatever life has in store.

Martina Fahrnberger


